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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last century: knowledge base probation officers strongly influenced by social work, which is about working with voluntary clients. Little or no input from criminology or forensic sciences.Consequence: a lot of professional freedom, but little to hold on to. Probation officers worked primary on their (shared) experiences about how to work with involuntary and often dangerous clients. Hardly any research on how effective this was.Beginning this centuryIntroduction What works principles in Dutch practice. Scientists, developers en policy makers in the lead. Probation officers involved but passive (in pilots, react on proposals, ect). They did not own the change process. Implementation of What works was a top down process, with a lot of emphasis on instruments and methods. Professionals were mainly the users of these methods but did not seem to have a relevant role of their own.Consequence: discussion, resistanceStrict performance of protocols (at least it felt that way for professionals, but many of them did)Learn a new knowledge base and integrate it. So there was professional development, but in limited way.Recent:Professional in the centre. Professional is relevant factor.More and more a synthesis between evidence-based and practice-based probation work is established.



A model of professionalism 

1. Professional mission  
 
2. Professional expertise 

 Effective realization of values 
 Knowledge based 
 Innovative and practice based 

 
3. Embedded and accountable  
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Features of professionalism:A clear and legitimate professional mission. Professionals realize social values in a complex situation.For probation officers this may be: reduce recidivism, rehabilitation, a save and humane society.Specific professional expertise to perform certain activitiesActivities focus on the realization of values, as effective as possibleUse of state-of-the-art evidence-based knowledge about their profession, and the methods or working models that are based on this knowledge.Because the actual practise is complex, professionals must be creative and innovative. They decide in a specific situation what knowledge of method is useful and how. Earlier experiences are used. Sometimes situations are new and no useful knowledge is available. Professionals must act. Reflection about their actions help them to learn from their experiences and develop practise based knowledge. (more about this later) 3. Professionals are embedded and accountableEmbedded in an occupational group: mutual discussion about profession, improve quality and share knowledgeOften embedded in an organisation: these professionals have to work according to the standards and policy of the organisation. The values and policy of the organisation may more or less match with the professional valuesProfessionals are accountable for their actions, they must be able to explain what they do, why and how their actions contribute to social values.



Professional as a source of 
knowledge 

 Who works -> evidence 
 
 Make implicit knowledge explicit 
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As said, professionals both use evidence-based knowledge and knowledge based on experience. They must, because they have to deal with the complexity of day to day work. So, experienced professionals are a source of knowledge.Evidence-based research focusses on methods and programs (what works).But it’s not only about what works, also about who works. And there is evidence for that.Whampold: different bona fide interventions are equally effective -> there are general factors that support effectiveness: a professional, using the method, who believes in it, does it in the right way, who can increase the clients’ hope for change and belief that it will happen. Methods do work in the hands of effective professionals. Research of Norcross & Lambert (2011): part of treatment result is based on characteristics of professional. In order to make this practice-based knowledge usable, it had to be explicit. First, because professionals must be able to explain their actions. As said before, professionals are accountable for their actionsSecond, to learn from it.Third, to share this knowledge with colleagues.So practice based knowledge, professional experiences are relevant.How can professionals make use of that?



Professional development 

 Systematic feedback 

 Professional reflection:  

 in action / on action 

 Moral / effective / correct / personal 

 Organisational culture 
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How can professionals make practice-based knowledge explicit and improve their professional behaviour?Duncan & Miller (2000): difference between effective and less effective professionals (psychologists):1. Systematic feedback: effective professionals frequently and systematically seek for feedback by clients and colleagues2. Concrete reflection about their own behaviour and actions Schön distinguished two types of reflection:Reflection in action: in situations where professionals do not have a standard method, profession keeps on acting, and immediately reflects on the effects of this action. It’s learning by doing.Reflection on action: professionals evaluate their behaviour afterwards. They ask themselves questions like: why did I do as I did, what was the effect, what went right and what went wrong, where could I do better? It’s about re-interpreting experiences in order to learn and grow. Reflection on action often is done with colleagues, and is most effective if it is structured. (next speaker)Professionals can reflect on different levels:Moral behaviour. Are my actions morally just? Does it correspond with my professionals values? Do my professionals values in this situation correspond with the values of my colleagues and organisation, and if not, what does that mean?Effective behaviour. Are my actions effective? Are the goals attained, what evidence-based knowledge is available for this problem and how did I use this knowledge?Correct behaviour. Are my actions correct, did I follow the procedures? Forensic professionals for example have to work within a legal context, and often have to deal with protocols or procedures of their own and network organisations. These can be in conflict with acting morally just or effective. Then professionals have to decide what is more important in a specific situation.Personal behaviour. How did I act as a person. Do I have any personal obstacles with this client. Am I personally touched in this case and how does that effect my behaviour?3. Organisational cultureOrganisations where professionals work should facilitate professionals development. They can do that in several ways:- Stimulate organisational climate that is open, where successes and failures can be discussed, where questions can be asked if professionals feel insecure about a client. Where reaction of colleagues is not that your incompetent.- facilitate a learning environment by stimulating professional feedback, and structures for case discussions. - Invest in an infrastructure where knowledge can be developed, e.g. work together with universitiesTo conclude: first of all professionals have their own responsibility for professional development. But organisations can and should support and stimulate that.
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